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Abstract — Ample research has been devoted to mobile
computing and database query management with the beginning of
portable computers and wireless communication systems. Query
processing is crucial in distributed environment rather than in
centralized environment because a large number of parameters
affect the performance of distributed queries, relations may be
fragmented and/or replicated and considering many sites to access,
query response time may become very high. It is quite obvious that
the performance of query management is critically depending upon
the ability of the framework to derive efficient query processing
strategies. Query management challenges to reduce the quality of
data transferred. The query management has several problems
relate to larger set of queries, bandwidth limitation, query
processing time, query access time and query response time. The
goal of query management is to execute such queries as efficiently as
possible in order to minimize response time. This paper explorer the
frameworks with its technical analysis which focuses performance
of query processing based on various parameters such query
execution time, query response time, query optimization, database
size, location tracking and location management in centralized and
distributed manner with communication cost in mobile
environment.
Keywords: Query processing, mobile computing, mobile devices,
mobile environment, mobile database.

I. INTRODUCTION
The main aim of the query processing is to minimize cost of each
query execution. The cost may be in the form of time or space
complexity, thus different query processing algorithm used in
processing to reduce the size of intermediate and final result as
well as processing cost. The query processing in a mobile
environment involves joint processing among different sites
which includes static servers and mobile computers. Query
processing taking maximum usability with fast access to global
query processing in mobile computing environment.
Recently wireless communication and mobile computing have
become emerging most popular and spreading field in the mobile
environment. The primary goal that mobile device is expected to
fulfill two main objectives like efficiency and convenience.
Mobile device is successful only if the end user accepts it as
helpful tool that increases their productivity and provides for
more convenient for human life. Mobile devices have many
limitations, connectivity troubles, quality of mobile service,
security during communication and transmission. The use of
portable laptop computers, palmtops, and personal digital
assistants with integrated communication capabilities facilitates
in mobile computing [1].
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II. ROLE OF QUERY PROCESSING
The main aim of the query processing is to minimize cost of
each query execution. The cost may be in the form of time or
space complexity, thus different query processing algorithm used
in processing to reduce the size of intermediate and final result as
well as processing cost. The query processing in a mobile
environment involves joint processing among different sites
which includes static servers and mobile computers. Query
processing taking maximum usability with fast access to global
query processing in mobile computing environment.
Recently wireless communication and mobile computing have
become emerging most popular and spreading field in the mobile
environment. The primary goal that mobile device is expected to
fulfills. The main objective is to investigate the performance
improvement of mobile query processing, focusing on the server
and client sides. In server side queries processing, a single-cell
and multi-cell queries, whereby a cell is a service area for a
single stationary host to communicate with a static network. A
quick response in answer to a mobile query is important, because
mobile users invariably move to another location while awaiting
the query result. To handle such a dynamic situation, there are
two solutions to answer single-cell and multi-cell queries. The
solutions for processing single-cell queries are divided into static
and dynamic query scopes, and angle of movement. The static
and dynamic query scopes are extended to process multi-cell
queries. Furthermore, another solution is added in order to deal
with a situation where the areas of several base stations are either
disjoint or overlapping. Finally, it also handles disconnections
which occur during query result transmission from a base station
to the mobile users. Indexing mechanisms are important to speed
up query processing, especially for handling multi-cell queries
[2]. There are two types of indexing mechanisms like Local
Index and Global Index mechanisms. The local index stores
indexes of any requested objects with limited slots, whereas the
global index builds the index while a base station is starting up.
For both mechanisms, it is deal with the existence and nonexistence of replicated objects at the requested cell. Frequent
disconnection is a common problem occurring in a mobile
environment. Providing a cache in a mobile device is an
important consideration. A cache is useful if the repeat of many
queries can be retrieved from the cache. Due to the limitation of
storage space in the mobile device, it has three cache
replacement policies, called: Path-based, Density-based and
Probability Density Area Inverse Distance (PDAID)
mechanisms, which are based on distance, weight and cost
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factors for each method, respectively. In order to analyze the
behavior of the methods, the server side query processing shows
an improvement of the total retrieved objects while the query
processing time and the amount of data transfers are reduced.
Furthermore, the server is able to decide whether the next query
result needs to be produced when the mobile users missed the
current query result. The indexing mechanism has reduced the
execution time compared with the conventional approach in
processing multi-cell queries. The approaches for the client side
have also improved the cache-hit rate while reducing the amount
of data transfer [3,4].l two main objectives like efficiency and
convenience. Mobile device is successful only if the end user
accepts it as helpful tool that increases their productivity and
provides for more convenient for human life. Mobile devices
have many limitations, connectivity troubles, quality of mobile
service, security during communication and transmission. The
use of portable laptop computers, palmtops, and personal digital
assistants with integrated communication capabilities facilitates
in mobile computing [1].

III. ROLE OF QUERY PROCESSING FRAMEWORK
There are various types of queries available for different
communication systems. The existence of queries is more
convenient in wireless environment than wired environment. This
paper is focused on query processing framework. Some queries
exist only in a wireless environment and some in the traditional
environment, but some types of queries are seen in the both the
environment. The queries classified in mobile environment:
Traditional queries and Context awareness queries. Context
awareness queries are classified into three types namely location
dependent queries, context dependent queries and hybrid queries
[5].
A] Traditional Queries: Traditional queries are general queries in
traditional database management system. Now-a-days, these
queries are typical queries that people are dealing with day-to-day
basis in a stationary network environment system. This type of
query specially mentions the required information in the query
statement and the result of the query is based only on the actual
query itself [6]. Examples of such type of queries are: (i) A
depositor want to retrieve his account statement of provident fund.
(ii) Any person wants to know up gradation of LIC policy after 10
years.
B]Context Awareness queries: The word context defines a
variety of aspects. Context categorized likely computing context,
user context, and physical context. The computing context
concerned with computing resources like as network,
connectivity, bandwidth, workstation, server, clients. User context
relates to user’s needs, preferences, roles, profile and alike.
Physical context associates with environment, issue which include
lightning, noise, traffic, temperature and humidity. In addition
time context which implies to time of day, week, month, and year

[7]. It defines context as either aspect of physical world or
condition and activities in the fictitious world. Context awareness
queries always define that context relates to who, when, where,
what context awareness generate a new class of application in
mobile computing. With the help of context awareness queries,
mobile device is expected to perform constantly in wide range of
dynamically and continually changing situation. It is prominent
for the device to be able to be aware of a situation, environment
and tasks that the mobile client is performing as well as, will be
performing in the near future. Example: To find motel
information in current region. The query will give effect of
retrieving information about restaurant as well as fuel based on
user preferences and prefacing maps, traffic and weather
condition which is likely to be queried [ 8].
C] Location Dependent Queries: Location dependent query is
category of queries that are motivated by mobile clients. The
location of mobile client is a parameter of the query for location
dependent query. The processing of queries fully depends on the
user’s location. The current route, direction of motion and the
speed are necessary to be taken in account for services of queries
[9]. Generally, each location updates create two direct cost : (i)
Transmission cost, which directs to the cost to inform the server
of the fresh location and (ii) Server processing cost, which refers
to the cost of updating the system containing the location of the
mobile unit. The parameter for location can be in any object like
as taxis, trucks and helicopters. This category of query type can
be further divided into following three classes: (i) moving user
seeking static object (ii) moving user seeking moving object and
(iii) static user seeking moving object [10].
1.Moving User seeking Static Object:
Moving User seeking Static Object query generates from a
moving user and the searched object is static. Examples of this
query is : Request of information by tourist on road to know
about motel within distance of 10 kms.
2.Static User seeking Moving Object:
This type of query generates from a stationary user and the
searched object is moving. Example of this query is request of
information for a particular trains arriving on Nagpur junction
within one hour.

3.Moving User seeking Moving Object:
This type of query generates from moving user, and Searched
object is also moving. Example this query is requested to retrieve
information about cruise1 members by cruise2 members. When
both are in different cruises. Location dependent queries can also
be classified depend on the basis of query types: (i) Continuous
query (ii) Non Continuous query [11].
D] Continuous query: It is such type of query involves real time
monitoring of mobile objects. This type of query compared with
conventional queries that are based on an instant of the database at
some moment in time. The continuous query includes real-time
monitoring of mobile objects. Real-time monitoring queries are
continuous for monitoring purposes. In a continuous query setting
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even after the initial query is answered, the query is still kept by
the server. Hence, in this case where the user moves into a
different location or when new information becomes available, it
will be needed to be dispatched to the user. Example: (i) To
request information about nearby tourist attractions, hotels, or
shopping center while traveling. With this class of query, clients
need to send a query only once and notification of the updated
information about nearby tourist attractions, hotels, or shopping
center will be sent automatically as clients move to different
regions. (ii) To notify mobile clients whenever they are close to a
certain situation [12].
E] Non-continuous query: The non-continuous location
dependent query is different from the continuous query as the
system does not manage the query. The mobile client generate
query to obtain data from repository at the remote stationary
server. Data management strategy is the on-demand mechanism
referred to the optimization method used at the server side to
serve on-demand request or a request that is sent to the server for
processing. Data broadcasting strategy relates to determining a
method to disseminate the database item to mobile client so that
the response time, tuning time and power utilization of retrieving
database items are minimized [13].

IV. CHALLENGES OF QUERY PROCESSING

involve a static network of ﬁxed hosts, and a wireless network
consisting of mobile hosts and the MSSs that communicate with
the MHs.
The mobile query as the basic unit of computation on the
mobile environment is deﬁned. In contrast to the mobile host in
this paper is identiﬁed by a home zone, which will be deﬁned in
the next section.. A query initiated by a mobile host is similar in
structure to that of a query in a static network. Queries may range
from a simple query, “Where is the railway station?” to a more
difficult query, “Where is the nearest cafeteria from this current
location?” Mobile computing involves location constraints
which involve the individual location of users. Mobile queries
tend to be long in duration due to the wireless connection to the
network. The mobile host may wish to disconnect from the network while the query is executed. These mobile characteristics
lead to problems that are not present in a static network [14].
4.1 Mobile Support Stations (MSS): The mobile support
station is the physical and software tool required to support a
wireless connection from a MH to the static network. These
components include the mobile support router (MSR), the query
manager, and the network router. The mobile support router is
the unit which communicates with the mobile hosts by passing
packets to and from the query manager. The network router
communicates with the static network, and also returns query
results from the static network back to the query manager.
4.2 Query Manager (QM): A query manager is the
coordinator of all queries initiated on a distributed system. It
provides the application programming interface, creates query
identiﬁers and tracks the participating resource manager. Upon
receiving a query, the QM decides if the request can be satisﬁed
by the local cellular provider. If not, then the QM will begin a
search for a location where the query can be completed [15].
4.3 Zones: Zones are deﬁned to be the geographical area
where one or more mobile support routers can supply a
connection to the MHs. Generally, the zone will correspond to
the cellular area of a cellular phone system. Two types of zones
exist in the mobile architecture: local and remote. The local zone
is deﬁned to be the zone where an MH’s primary cellular
provider is located. A remote zone is deﬁned to be any zone
which is not a particular MH’s local zone [16].
4.4 Mobility Problems: When dealing with mobile
computing, there are two mobility issues which must be
addressed: mobile support router hand-off and zone-crossing.
Mobile support router hand-off occurs when a mobile computer
moves within a given cellular zone. Zone-crossing occurs when a
mobile computer moves between cellular zones. The mobile
support router hand-off and zone-crossing problem are addressed
using a mobile protocol 4.4.1 MSR Hand-off: An MH makes the
decision when an MSR hand-off should occur. When the MH
decides to switch between MSRs, the Greeting packet sent to the
target MSR must contain a list of MSR IP addresses which
previously serviced the MH during its current connection within
the mobile network. The target MSR must then send ForwardPointer packets to the MSRs in the list to inform them of MH

FRAMEWORK
Mobile computing is susceptible to environmental factors that
can cause loss of communication or data. There are three types of
failures in mobile computing: failure of the mobile host,
disconnection of the mobile host, and message loss due to weak
wireless links. Failure of a mobile host results in the loss of its
volatile state. Disconnection of a mobile host is a consequence of
a limited power source, which forces the host to be frequently
powered off to conserve the battery. A disconnection can be
treated as planned failures which can be anticipated. Mobile
hosts and their local base stations are connected by slow,
unreliable links that lead to message loss.
1. The varieties of queries invoked in wireless system and how
they differ from traditional system.
2. Server does not to answer the queries efficiently to mobile
client.
3. The special and temporal strategies can be applied to
manage for data dissemination.
The term “mobile” implies the ability to move while retaining
a network connection. The mobile model consists of mobile hosts
(MH) and mobile support stations (MSS). A mobile host is an
intelligent computing device which can freely move while
maintaining its connection to the network. The MSS, which is
connected to the network via a wired medium, provides a
wireless interface that allows the mobile host to interact with the
static network. Each MSS is responsible for a geographical
cellular region, called a cell, and is required to maintain the
addresses of the MHs which are located within its cell. With the
addition of mobile hosts to distributed systems, the model will
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migration. The MSRs must then respond to the target MSRs with
Forward Acknowledgment packets and subsequently tunnel
destination MH datagrams to the target MSR. It must respond
with I-Have packets indicating whether or not the MSR is
servicing that particular MH [17].
4.4.2 Zone Crossing: When the MH migrates from one CP to
another, i.e. crosses zones, the network and virtual subnet
number of the mobile network may change as well. This situation
is handled by the Mobile Inter-networking Control Protocol with
Pop-up packets. After an MH has established a connection with a
new remote CP’s MSR, the MH must ﬁrst obtain a temporary IP
address from the new remote CP’s MSR. Since only routers can
participate in datagram tunneling, the MH emulates a remote
MSR by establishing a connection with one of its home MSRs by
sending a Pop-up packet to that home MSR. The nonce address
allow the MH to appear as a local MH in the remote CP’s virtual
subnet and the Pop-up packet allows the MH to appear as tunnel
end-point MSR to one of its home MSRs. When home MSRs
receive datagram’s destined for the Pop-up MH, a home MSR
will tunnel the datagram’s to the remote MH which is masked as
a remote MSR [18].

broadcast programs with multilevel service quality for different
effectiveness and efficiency requirements in static and dynamic
environments. It will focus on two important issues. The first one
is the real-time data broadcasting in which the users may specify
that the items of interest should be downloaded within a specific
time constraint. The second one is the skewed data broadcasting
[21].
C. ActraMon technique shows quite good scalability in terms
of processing time and storage cost. Meanwhile, for a large scale
city, the numbers of objects, activities, and composition
operators could reach up to nearly millions. Even this system
could not efficiently handle such a case with a single server.
Fortunately, however, the proposed architecture is inherently
well suited to a distributed processing since the processing can be
individually divided by each object. That is, location stream data
for each object are handled by one of processors which
identically evaluate a duplicate set of same queries. In particular,
we observed that the number of objects strongly affects the
storage cost as well as the processing time [22].
D. “self-structured” P2P system built according to a bioinspired algorithm. It allows for a comprehensive analysis of
Self-Chord and its comparison to Chord. The most important
functionality of Chord, logarithmic discovery time, is preserved.
In addition, due to the self-organizing activities of agents, SelfChord features several beneﬁts as illustrated in the following:
1) Better support of complex discovery requests: In Chord,
peer and resource keys are deﬁned on the same number of bit by
hash functions.
2) Better balance of storage load: Self-Chord improves the
balance of storage load among peers. In Chord, a peer is
responsible for all the keys whose values are between its index
and the index of the predecessor peer on the ring.
3) Improved dynamic behavior: In Chord, appropriate
operations are necessary when a peer joins the ring or when new
resources are published. These resources must be immediately
assigned to the peers whose indexes match the resource keys.
Therefore, the computational load depends on the dynamic
behavior of the system, specifically on the churn rate of peers
[23].
E. A novel framework that efficiently realizes DG in a
distributed sensor network. The framework supports top-k
queries for arbitrary user- defined linear convex query functions
over multi- dimensional sensor data. For each sensor, where the
query function is unknown, we develop a top-k extraction
algorithm to efficiently retrieve necessary data points that will be
sent to the sink. The schemes are worked with the top-k
extraction algorithm for reducing communication traffic. Our key
observation is that the continuously collected sensor data does
not change abruptly. In addition, local filters to further reduce the
communication traffic. This framework is general enough so that
many modules can be added piece by piece. It shows two
examples on how to handle data aging and accommodate
approximate queries so as to adapt to different user requirements
and system performance. It evaluates framework on both real and

V. QUERY PROCESSING FRAMEWORKS
In mobile environment query processing framework plays its
important role, it touches the complete performance of the
system. The main parameters to be considered for performance
measures are
database size, query response time, location
tracking and location management in mobile environment. Query
processing in a mobile environment is to form a high level query
on different frameworks. The query processing frameworks are
able to give answers of different types of queries by exchanging
less number of messages among the various component of the
network [19]. Following are the various frameworks discussed
for query processing in mobile environment. The performance
and evaluation on query management in mobile environment.
The proposed critical analysis and discussion includes
frameworks that are given as follows:
A. The distributed stream query optimization framework that
integrates query planning and deployment through hierarchical
network partitions. This framework consists of two key
components: a hierarchical clustering of network nodes that
allows network approximations and stream advertisements that
enable operator reuse. We observed three alternative algorithms:
Top-Down, Bottom-Up, and Hybrid, which exploit different
ways of using hierarchical network partitions for operator-level
reuse and search space reduction [20].
B. To provide multilevel service quality for different
effectiveness and efficiency requirements, a general framework
named MULS, which contains algorithm OLS and an
optimization procedure, SCI. As for the optimization procedure,
SCI performs well in its scalability and is very suitable to
broadcast items within a larger database. By tuning the
parameters x and y, given framework is able to generate
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synthetic data sets. Simulation results show that schemes can
reduce the total communication cost by up to 90 percent,
compared with the centralized scheme or a straightforward
extension from previous top-k algorithm designed for 1D sensor
data [24].
F. The main idea is to utilize the correlations among
heterogeneous sensor networks to reduce the communication cost
incurred by query processing and forwarding among the sensor
networks. The major contributions of this work are as follows:
1. The framework of collaborative heterogeneous sensor
networks and an implication aware scheme called sink-overlay to
organize heterogeneous sensor networks. 2. It formulates the
optimization problem of query processing in COSE and prove its
NP-hardness. 3. It designs a mechanism to estimate the
implications among sensor networks, based on which efficient
algorithms to schedule the pipeline of query processing [25].
VI. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
I. A. Sangeetha Seshadri et.al. [20] worked on distributed
stream query optimization framework that integrates query
planning and deployment through hierarchical network
partitions. This framework consists of two key components: a
hierarchical clustering of network nodes that allows network
approximations and stream advertisements that enable operator
reuse. We observed three alternative algorithms: Top-Down,
Bottom-Up, and Hybrid, which exploit different ways of using
hierarchical network partitions for operator-level reuse and
search space reduction. We observed that how Top-Down and
Bottom-Up algorithms can both choose efficient deployments
while exploring only a small fraction of the search space, we
found that Top-Down algorithm is more effective in limiting the
sub optimality of the solutions, while the Bottom-Up approach is
more effective in reducing the search space and the time-todeployment. The hybrid algorithm NPC find efficient execution
plans while examining a very small search space.
II. B. Hao-Ping Hung et.al. [21] worked on MULS: A General
Framework of Providing Multilevel Service Quality in
Sequential Data Broadcasting. We observed that the broadcast
program generated by OLS can result in better quality than GA,
MQEM, RTS, and GRE. These advantageous features make
algorithm OLS very suitable for online data broadcasting. In
order to optimize the broadcast program generated by algorithm
OLS, it is suggested that procedure SCI should be employed in
MULS framework. The reasons are as follows: First, procedure
SCI is more flexible than others. By tuning the parameters x and
y, SCI can achieve the same quality as BASIC, SAMPLE, and
ITERATION. Second, SCI can provide much more different
levels of service quality than other optimization procedures. The
skewed data broadcasting will achieve better performances than
the flat broadcasting, due to the unpredictable average access
time.

Environment. This paper introduces ATP monitoring in largescale city environments. To enable ATP monitoring, we develop
ActraMon, a high-performance ATP monitoring framework.
ActraMon is an initial attempt to support real-time city- scale
services leveraging collective intelligence from mobile devices
of city residents. Most important, it provides the shared staging
architecture and efficient processing techniques for activity
detection and composition. ActraMon effectively addresses the
scalability challenges caused by massive input workloads and
processing complexity of ATP monitoring. ActraMon is scalable
to the number of ATP queries as well as moving objects,
compared to the state-of-the art processing techniques.
IV. D. Agostino Forestiero et.al. [23] worked on "Self-Chord: A
Bio-Inspired P2P Framework for Self-Organizing Distributed
Systems", This paper shows to open a new research avenue for
P2P frameworks because it presents a P2P system that inherits
the beneﬁcially characteristics of structured systems, but offers
further profitable characteristics inherited by biological systems,
such as self-organization,
adaptively, scalability, and fast
recovery from external perturbations. In Self-Chord, a set of antinspired mobile agents move and reorder the resource keys in a
ring of peers in a self-organizing fashion without any
predetermined association between keys and peers. The antinspired approach is applied to Chord, but it could similarly be
applied to other structured P2P systems in which peers are not
organized in a ring, but in other structures such as
multidimensional grids or trees. It also introduces an analytical
framework that models the system evolution through a set of
differential equations, representing a signiﬁcant step toward the
mathematical analysis of nontrivial bio-inspired systems and
swarm intelligence phenomena.
V. E. Hongbo Jiang, et. al. [24] worked on General Framework
for Efficient Continuous Multidimensional Top-k Query
Processing in Sensor Networks. It provides the first work on
continuous multi-dimensional top-k query processing in wireless
sensor networks. The given framework which is effectively
monitors user queries and in network process. First found out
more efficient algorithms to reduce the traffic overhead. Second,
evaluation of framework on larger scale networks will carry out.
Finally, besides simulations a test bed evaluation will be
performed.
F. Yuan He, et. al. [25] worked on COSE: A Query-Centric
Framework of Collaborative Heterogeneous Sensor Networks.
Demands on better interacting with physical world are driving
the sensor networks from isolated working into collaborative
operations. It shows COSE, a query-centric framework of
collaborative heterogeneous sensor networks, where sensor
networks are interconnected and collaborate with each other in
the level of sink-overlay. The problem of energy-efficient query
processing in COSE is particularly studied. It proves this
problem is NP-hard even with global knowledge.

III. C.Youngki Lee et.al. [22] worked on scalable ActivityTravel Pattern Monitoring Framework for Large-Scale City
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execution of transactions in mobile environment. Query
processing in mobile database systems as well as the changing
location of mobile users. The amount of research in this area has
been incredible. However, even now some problems persist.
There is need for better techniques in the area of transaction
management, better interfaces, clever framework that exploit
locality to shape the answers to queries. It is quite obvious that
the performance of query management is critically depending
upon the ability of the framework to derive efficient query
processing strategies. Query management challenges to reduce
the quality of data transferred. The query management has
several problems relate to larger set of queries, bandwidth
limitation, query processing time, query access time and query
response time. Finally figure out that the dissimilar frameworks
till date are substantial but considering it from the future
prospective there is need for making innovation of framework in
mobile environment.
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